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Abstract 

Mathematical Morphology technique was first 
proposed in France in sixties for providing a very 
coherent theoretical framework for image processing 
and analysis.   
This theory was receiving very little attention that time 
but nowadays, is becoming an object of research in 
many laboratories and international conferences. 
Recently, this tool has emerged as an important 
research topic as the image analysis field is expanding 
rapidly. Eventually, its impact has been evident by the 
specialist in the area of both spatial information theory 
and theories involved in digital image processing and 
analysis and others related to Mathematical Sciences as 
well.
The methodology used in this paper is likely to be 
useful for strategic analysis based on the mathematical 
theories of sets and topological notions, its principle 
lies in studying the morphological properties (shape, 
size, orientation etc.) of the objects through non-linear 
transformations associated with a reference object (the 
structuring element).  
This paper presents a set theoretical approach and 
elucidates the basic concepts of the mathematical 
morphology in a rather general framework as the 
classical tool of analysis and segmentation of images. 
We will also identify some future research directions 
for mathematical morphology.
 

 
Mathematical Morphology: Image Analysis 
Perspective  
This technique was initiated by G.Matheron and 
J.Serra for the quantitative analysis of spatial structures, 
at the Paris School of Mines. 
If we break the term into two words then Mathematical 
does obviously refer to the mathematical part that is 
the use of set theory and morphology part refers to the 
study of shape. So in general we can say that 
Mathematical Morphology is a tool for extracting 
image components that are useful for representation 
and description. Its mathematical origins stem from set 

theory, topology, lattice algebra, random functions, 
stochastic geometry, etc. It helps us to perform 
automated measurements on image data. Thus, it 
involves set theoretic method of image analysis 
providing a quantitative description of geometric 
structures. It is most commonly applied to digital 
images, but it can also be employed on surface, surface 
meshes, graphs, solids and many other spatial 
structures. It characterizes various topological and 
geometric continuous-space concepts such as shape, 
size, convexity, connectivity and geodesic distance on 
continuous and discrete spaces. It is based on shapes in 
the images not the pixel intensities that are viewed as a 
general image-processing framework. Generally we 
use it before and after image segmentation (except the 
case of watershed segmentation).  Two fundamental 
morphological operations – erosion (shrinking) and 
dilation (expansion) are based on Minkowski 
operations. 
There are two different types of notations for these 
operations: Serra/Matheron notation and 
Haralick/Sternberg notation. In this paper, 
Haralick/Sternberg notation is used which is the more 
often used one in case of practical applications.  
 
In this notation erosion is defined as follows (Eq. 1) 
(Serra, 1982):  
 

   
 
and dilation as : 
 

  

Where,   
B and  Bˆ are structuring elements and  
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Fig 1 Dilation and erosion by a structuring element 
 
There are two types of composites relations; one is 
called morphological opening and the other as 
morphological closing. The main aim of opening is to 
remove unnecessary structures in the image like noise. 
Binary opening removes the small regions that are 
smaller than the structuring element. It is defined as 
erosion followed by dilation and is given as an image F 
opened by a SE K: 

  

 
Closing is used to merge or to fill the structure in an 
image. It is defined as dilation followed by erosion. It 
can fill the small holes that are smaller than the 
structuring element. Binary closing is an image F 
closed by a SE K is given as: 

 

 
In the fig 1, it has been shown how morphological 
opening can remove a strip of land projecting into a 
body of water (capes), a relatively narrow strip of land 
(with water on both sides) connecting two larger 
land areas (isthmus) and island which are smaller than 
the structuring elements. 
In the fig 2, filling of an arm of a sea or ocean partly 
enclosed by land (gulfs), channels and lakes small than 
the structuring elements has been explained. 
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ig 4 (a), (b), (c), (d) respectivelyF  

Future Work and Conclusion 

 
Fig 5: Black Top Hat: Closing (f) – f, “Extraction of
Dark Features” 
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express such tougher operations in a rather easier way, 
such as the boundary extraction example.  This 
approach is often used to post-process “threshold” 
images then performs some MM operations (like clean 
up noise, fill in holes) and as a result providing a nice 
segmented region. 
The need for morphology has been evident in various 
fields of science and engineering as well which has 
been substantiated i
it acts as one of the best methods to eliminate weak 
network lines so that there is an emergence of strongly 
connected sub-networks in such way that one can 
predict the behavior of the network. With the help of 
mathematical morphology, power network images are 
being decimated for analytical view. It gives a quick 
view of the strong sub-networks in the power system.  
In the recent years, morphology has shown its need to 
the researchers in the realization of several topics like 
image enhancement, image segmentation, image
restoration edge detection, texture analysis, feature 
generation, skeletonization, shape analysis, image 
compression, component analysis, curve filling, 
general thinning, feature detection and noise reduction.  
It has shown directions to several researches and 
development works across the globe by providing an 
easier method in several image related applications. It 
helps in the teeth detection of a gear using subtraction 
and labeling, in getting the grid identification from 
Biochip by detecting the size of parts and analyzing its 
shape (pattern spectrum) using OTSU and entropy 
threshold. Another important application lies in the 
detection of runways in satellite airport imagery, which 
is a multi step algorithmic process that involves White 
Top-hat Transformation (segmentation tool that 
extracts respectively dark objects from the uneven 
background) of the source, image threshold and 
reconstruction of the detected long features to get the 
ultimate result. It’s easy-to-use mathematical 
techniques have helped in the medical field too. In the 
detection of filarial worms, this tool has been proven to 
be the most efficient one. In such cases, Black Top-hat 
Transformation of source is firstly done [fig 5]. Hence 
the reconstruction after eliminating the short structures 
of the skeleton gives the final result.  

 
In this paper, the applications and effectiveness of 
mathematical morphology was presen

hich
related problems, through various cited examples 
which were brought forth in a lucid manner. We saw 
the strength and versatility of this technique through 
the review of previous research works in this domain.  

It has been rightly remarked by a famous researcher 
“though mathematical morphology is a powerful tool

r many image analysis, it is not that famous because 
it is not useful or it is not used so it is not famous, may 
be because it involves too many mathematical theory!” 
but we saw the aspect in which it can be dealt with 
several image queries.  

Hence, we conclude on this note of discussion that 
in spite of not g

athematical Science, Geographic Information 
Sciences and image Science evidenced the efficiency 
of morphology and the time has come to prove its 
enduringness to the critics.  

The crux of the matter is that we can await some 
more precise results in the w

ure where the differences between the 
morphological and non-morphological operations will 
be well known to us  
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